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Existing thermostats
are too complicated
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The world’s first 
Learning Thermostat



Easy to use

Auto-Schedule

Auto-Away

Leaf

Airwave

Time-to-temperature

s first Learning Thermostat
a week. Turns itself down when you’re away.
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Secure, private & reliable

Advanced Settings
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Customers



iPhone Generation Looking For? 
o-fluent home owners



a busy year for Nest, building up a base of happy custom
about thermostats, one customer at a time
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are sharing their savings...
impressions in seven months

@geekbrit:
Our @nest thermostat saved 
us about $70 last month. And 
we were able to turn it up 
from the airport on the way 
home :-)

@ zcs
It's get
but my
from $
Thank

@ danielbrough:
I'm in Atlanta. Wife and kids in 
Texas. Forgot to lower the heat 
running out the door. No worries 
@nest to the rescue. Best home 
device ever.



ata proves it!
n the promise

Auto-Schedule

•99% are running a setback schedule

Auto-Away

•90%+  qualify for auto-away based on placem

•74% go into auto-away at least once a week 

Airwave

•Works for 80% of people who use A/C 

•Can reduce your A/C runtime by up to 30% 
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me mobile engagement 
stomers access their Nest Account daily

use the Nest Mobile app at least weekly 



Welcome Home


